
 

 
 
"Being in the UK led me to dig more seriously. I later moved to New York City to continue my quest and get a feel for the 
movement at the time. I was very much addicted to what the media pinned as 'Big Beat' which soon after led into the 'Nu 
Skool Breaks' era I found myself in the thick of", Ben explains.  
 
Since then, Ben has run and played countless residencies in London, Melbourne and Sydney, including Turnmills (UK), 
the Late Show at Revolver, Fridays at Cookie and was even part of Melbourne's prestigious 33 1/3 DJ roster!  
 
Throughout his career Ben has played alongside many of the world greatest DJ's and Live acts from Jazzy Jeff, 
Grandmaster Flash, Mr Scruff, the Stanton Warriors, Freestylers, Plump DJ's, James Lavelle, Krafty Kuts, Greg Wilson, 
Avalanches DJ's, Nickodemus and Recloose, as well as local legends DJ Ransom, Paz, Agent 86, Nick Thayer, Mark 
Walton and Kid Kenobi to name a few.  
 
"I generally like to weave a broad, assorted mix of various styles from hip-hop, mashed up club and funky house music. 
This said, I am comfortable playing most styles and most rooms. In the past, I've played a diverse range of sets from 
Deep House, Tech House, Breakbeat, Funk, Disco, Reggae, Dancehall, Northern Soul, Down Tempo, Cocktail, Nu Disco, 
Indie Dance to even Big Room Bassline and Future Bass! I play to the room, whether it be 30, 100 or 1000 people. I was 
somewhat mentored by Phil 'Ransom' who laid the template of playing what is now known as 'freestyle' way back in the 
mid to late 90's. He'd play a mash of styles rolled into one set which completely suited me as I'd been digging crates for 
various genres for many years previous". 
 
I enjoy constantly keeping busy, adding new textures and layers by adding samples, effects, scratching and adding A 
capella's to give tracks new life and additional spark. All of this comes quite naturally from my time spent performing in 
bands and analysing hip-hop crews in Melbourne back in the early 2000's", Ben explains.  

 
This year marks the 20th anniversary of Ben being a 'DJ'!  
 
"I can't believe it's been 20 years", says Ben. "But then I think about what I've done, where I've played, the people I've met 
and the knowledge I've soaked up both as a DJ and Producer and think, yes, it definitely feels like 20 years".  
 
Ben currently resides in Sydney, playing various club shows and continues his long-standing solo residency on Saturday 
nights at Manly's 'go to' club, the Sugar Lounge. He also works on original production under the guise: Florian Nites and 
creates DJ mixes and remixes from his home studio between working as a marketing professional by day.     

                  DJ Mixes                     Original Tracks     

Bookings e: florian.nites@gmail.com / m: 0430 050 593 

Ben started his musical career as a singer/guitarist in 
Australian rock band ‘Bodyjar’ in the mid to late 90's. The 
band was endorsed by Beastie Boys clothing label; 'X-Large' 
and in 1995 found themselves touring alongside them on a 
national tour. Fast forward to 1999 and the band was playing 
big festival shows with a variety of international touring acts 
but one act that made a big impression was Norman Cook, 
AKA Fatboy Slim, as well as the Beastie Boys.  

 
"I always loved the funk and cool beats underneath much of the 
90's rap music, so for me, Fatboy Slim and Beastie Boys were very 
much an extension of this", explains Ben. "I was so inspired, that I 
quickly left my band and began digging for artists on U.K labels that 
sounded like them from Skint, Wall of Sound, Kingsize, Mo Wax 
and Freska Nova and soon found myself DJ'ing after moving to 
London".  

 

mailto:florian.nites@gmail.com
https://www.mixcloud.com/benstacey/
https://floriannites.bandcamp.com/
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Stage Specs: DJ and Live Equipment 

 

 

• Pioneer DDJ SZ Four Channel Mixer/Controller and MacBook Pro running Serato and Ableton 10 Live 

Note: Good quality fold back will need to be supplied. 



 



 
 

Stay in touch! 
 

        

https://www.instagram.com/florian_nites/
https://www.facebook.com/floriannites/
https://soundcloud.com/floriannites
https://www.triplejunearthed.com/artist/florian-nites

